


atGLASS INNOVATIONS we custom design and install frameless
shower glass and quality framed shower enclosures. We are confident in meeting your needs offering a
variety of glass thicknesses, textures and methods of installation to accommodate both aesthetics and
your remodel budget. Consider our in house glass etching capabilities to compliment your bathroom
motif. Glass Innovations has a consistent track record of exceptional quality and reliability you can
depend on.

We operate our business on the principals of honesty,
trustworthiness and quality; giving each customer personal
service and the attention to detail they deserve to create
an innovative and embellished beautiful environment.

Glass Innovations’ team consists of diverse experiences in
art and glass work. Our history includes skills such as:
sculpture, ceramics, woodworking, photography, drawing,
painting, screen printing, graphic design, sandblasting,
slumping, and casting glass. We are committed to
providing truly unique, custom, handcrafted glass
products for commercial and residential use. We utilize our
knowledge, resources and craftsmanship to bring each
individuals custom glass project to reality.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES



extruded aluminum
available in 16 stock finishes

CHANNEL INSTALLATION
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CLAMP INSTALLATION

3
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ANGLED CEILING
SOLUTIONS
Custom made for your
unique situation
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BRASS LINE FRAME
MATTE BLACK

CHANNEL

SKYLINE WITH
RETURN PANEL

TUB WITH
FRENCH DOORS 55

DOORLESS 
ENTRANCE
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FIXED PANELFIXED PANEL

INLINE DOOR AND PANEL

SINGLE 
DOOR
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SKYLINE SLIDER TRADITIONAL SLIDER

CAMBRIDGE SLIDER

SLIDING GLASS OPTIONS

CEILING MOUNT
SLIDING SYSTEM 7

CRESCENT SERIES



LOW IRON - ULTRA CLEAR GLASS

STANDARD CLEAR GLASS

CHOOSE CLARITY OF GLASS
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GLASS
CAST GLASS TEXTURES

affinity flurry lava

leather linen rain

retro-seedy

wisp

storm tranquility
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HARDWARE
KNOBS

ROBE HOOKS

aria coda concerto counterpoint opus

rondo taiga

contemporary

flush ring

round knob

ball

counterpoint

flush ring

sonata

bowtie

euro

glass knob

square

colonial

ez grip

paddle

symphony

concerto

flair

ribbed bowtie

traditional
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HANDLES

bm series circular crescent ladder mt series oval/ round

colonialsq series traditional victorian

CLAMPS & HINGES

Pivot Hinges
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Custom Solutions

NEO ANGLE

ADA FLUSH ENTRYCUSTOM INSTALLATION

WINDOW SOLUTION



Glass Handr
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COATED GLASS COUNTERTOPS
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SAND BLASTING IMAGERY & DESIGN
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14 SKYLIGHTS

LIGHT COMMERCIAL
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PLEASE DO NOT USE YOUR SHOWER FOR AT LEAST 24 HOURS AFTER
INSTALLATION IF SILICONE HAS BEEN USED TO ALLOW TIME TO PROPERLY CURE.

CARE AND CLEANING

Shower Glass Cautions & Cleaning

Most hardware is solid brass construction and comes with a 3 year manufacturers’ warranty against defects.
Hardware should be cleaned using soft cloth and mild cleanser and water.

We apply a protective coating to the interior surface of our shower glass to resist permanent damage
caused by hard water and soap scum. The best way to protect your glass is not allow build up to occur
by regularly cleaning your glass. It is recommended to squeegee your shower glass with the squeegee
provided on a daily basis after showering. Designate this squeegee for your glass only.
Weekly cleaning is recommended, for best results use an alcohol based
glass cleaner and microfiber towel. For an additional cost factory applied
protective coatings are also available if desired, whether it be for peace of
mind or if your water is evil.

If you have a hinged glass door the sweep on bottom is removable for
cleaning or replacement. It is recommended to remove and wipe out the
sweep channel with a paper towel and rubbing alcohol until clean and snap
back into place with drip rail toward the interior of shower. Clean vertical
seals by gently wiping with mild detergent and water and soft cloth, pulling
down on the seal can cause it to tear.

SAFETY

This is a glass door, it is recommended you keep a hand on the handle, knob, recessed pull or door during
the entire opening and closing process to prevent the door from hitting and damaging an adjacent wall or
slamming closed into the strike seal with excessive force. Excessive force may cause glass to shatter.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK! IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR ADJUSTMENTS
NEEDED IN REGARDS TO YOUR SHOWER PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

* IMPORTANT: Do Not Use Harsh Chemicals or cleaners that contain ammonia or abrasives

SHOWER DOORS ARE NOT WATERTIGHT

Shower enclosures, when properly installed, are designed to prevent leaks under normal shower
conditions. Excessive water pressure or directing the shower spray directly at the door do not
represent normal shower conditions and can result in leaks.

* IMPORTANT: We are responsible for our shower glass
installation, however we are not responsible for what
happens before we get there, for example your shower
curb should have a proper slope into the shower, this is a
very important step (No pun intended)! A shower curb that
is level or sloped out will leak. Also improper tile setting techniques that leave voids in the thin set behind
the tile or lack of adhesion to the substrate will result in a cracked tile if we need to put a hole or holes
there.
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234 Expo Road 
Fishersville, VA 22939Office 540.949.0396

e-mail: jaime@glassinnovations.com www.glassinnovations.com


